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QuickHub universal mid centering device 

PROPERLY CENTERED IS HALF BALANCED 

WHEEL CENTERING SOLUTIONS 

The QuickHub universal mid centring is used instead of the 

standard main body or the threaded shaft of a wheel  

balancing machine and allows the wheel to be centered on the 

wheel balancer without additional centring sleeves or cones. 

In conjunction with the optional QuickPlate adaptor  and the 

supplied SoftGrip quick-release nut, the wheel is centred on the 

wheel balancer the same way it is centred when fitted to the ve-

hicle hub 

The universal mid centring QuickHub is designed for wheels on 

passenger cars, off-road vehicles and can accommodate vehicle wheels up to max. 65 kg. 

  replaces all centering devices (for cars, off road 4x4, light truck) 

 fully adjustable variable    centering from 53.5 mm—171.5 mm (with additional attachments) 

 for all common wheel balancers (see details below)  

 time savings no searching for matching centering devices 

 no expenditure of energy required for centering 

 no counteraction of spring tension 

 faster than pneumatic or electro-mechanical clamping system 

 exact centering tolerance free 

  pre adjustment of hub diameter possible 
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QuickHub universal mid centering device 

PROPERLY CENTERED IS HALF BALANCED 

WHEEL CENTERING SOLUTIONS 

QuickHub with SoftGrip wing nut  and clamping hood 

Optional  attachments: 

Suitable for light trucks 

 

123.5 to 147.1 mm (6 pcs./set) 

 

 

 

 

98.5 to 122.1 mm (6 pcs./set) 

 

 

 

 

147.9 to 171.5 mm (6 pcs./set) 

74.9 to 98.5 mm (6 pcs./set) 

Included attachments: 

QuickHub kit for Australia  wheel center hole range 53,4 mm to 122.1 mm
 

2 sets of attachments   53,5 to 77,1mm 


